Q7: If you would like to provide additional comments for your reason to
cease the competition, we would welcome your feedback.
It's had it's day. Midweek matches in the winter are a complete turnoff. Teams
need to be concentrating on their league fixtures.
3/13/2017 11:06 AM
Lack of interest from fans (from all clubs - based on attendances this season) and
the number of games played in the league and other cup competitions already.
3/9/2017 4:04 PM
Too many games either this as to go or the league cup
3/9/2017 1:24 PM
I was happy with the EFL Trophy in it's previous L1 and L2 format, but that model
appears to be financially unsustainable. Given a choice between selling out to
the Premier League or parking the competition entirely, the choice seems clear.
3/9/2017 11:38 AM
Early rounds are always poorly supported and clubs eliminated make no money
and play weakened sides. North and South split still means long travel and costs
for clubs and supporters. Could competition group games be played pre season,
rather than mid week in Winter?
3/4/2017 10:03 PM
Pointless waste of time, clogs up the fixture list
3/4/2017 3:49 PM
Cost, pure and simple. Peoples wages do not keep up with inflation, so they have
to pick and chose between games. This competition is going to make some
teams lose money when staging it.
3/3/2017 12:19 PM
Is it worth the money to put a game on. Its never a well supported comp anyway.
Nice in later rounds at wembly but thats all. Changes last year killed it for me
3/2/2017 6:47 PM
The competition is a joke and an embarsment for the football leauge. Calling the
bigger team 'u23' was a joke their was premier leauge winners in the form of
Wes Brown and the likes of Charlie Adam playing. Ridicilous competition; you
should have listened to the fans and not done what your did. If your trying to
encourage development and this reverts back to previous formats their should
be a requirement for teams to play 5 who have come through their accadamy.
3/2/2017 4:29 PM
Too much Football devalues the game and the financial rewards of this
competition are not there unless you reach the final
3/2/2017 3:43 PM
Pretty pointless cup
3/2/2017 2:42 PM
The competition clearly couldnt hold its own with just league 1 and 2 otherwise
they never would of tried to do anything different. You either revert back to
league 1 and 2 or cease it. And as the league 1 and 2 format clearly didnt have
enough funds to make it worth while you might aswell sack it off. The u23 may of
had a chance of working had both teams been able to field u23 sides without
fines and if the 'b' teams had actually fielded all u23 players. But you have had
your chance and the footfall spoke for everyone.
3/2/2017 2:36 PM
Cheers for knackering a perfectly good competition!
3/2/2017 2:30 PM
Ruination of the Lower League Cup. Absolutely pathetic. Never be the same now
to me... Even worse was John Nixon saying at Forum they were 'advised' to vote
the changes in. Not make your own minds up?!

3/2/2017 2:01 PM
Obviously the powers that be do not want the completion the way it was and
they were not prepared to listen . People who run the game/clubs are so far apart
from the fans that we should call it a day
3/2/2017 1:05 PM

